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Television and I have been going through a painful, messy divorce during the
past 12 months. I want to stop watching and go spend time with something
wholesome (or someone human), but inevitably keep watching. Oh, there are
periods of separation. I walk out and promise never to turn the set on again.
Then the TV seduces me in some way (e.g., “Hello Yourself, Bombshell,”
posted 11/23). After the fun of make-up viewing- maybe a couple of good
episodes of Fringe, Glee, or the surprising finale of Top Chef Las

Vegas-TV programming  ends up irritating me all over again. I hate myself for going back and the
cycle continues. So it was during one of my “I am not watching this trash anymore” periods over the
Thanksgiving weekend that I happened to be…watching television.

My father has a sort of diy set-up that involves rabbit ears, a satellite dish and a block of wood all
wired to his flat screen TV, the whole thing balanced on a transcendental tea cart. During our holiday
visit, conversation lagged and we all tilted our heads sideways to watch some digital distraction.
This is when I first saw the promos for TLC/Discovery Health’s The 650 Pound Virgin. My first
reaction was similar to watching Crouching Tiger in a theatre full of high schoolers: “Aw, that ain’t
real!” I promptly dismissed the show as more exploitive trash and moved on. This past Sunday
night, during the pre-Christmas dearth of intelligent choices, I actually watched the 650 Pound
Virgin. Discovery Health Channel’s Sunday night lineup was always a favorite destination in the bad
old days when I’d watch whatever show was on. I’d watch Jan Adams explain plastic surgery (Pre-
Donda West) or Dr. G. solve death’s riddles (“So that’s where his keys went!). It was because of
one of those DH Sunday programs that I began to understand some of the complex operations my
daughter would go through to combat Crouzon’s Syndrome. Slowly, the network has become a
cautionary hub for weight disorders. Many of the programs on DH depicting the lives of the morbidly
obese are exploitive. The 650 Pound Virgin, it turns out, is not.

The 650 Pound Virgin, which debuted last Summer, follows the life of David Smith. Mr. Smith’s story
follows the typical arc that comprises most shows about super obesity. He gained unusual amounts
of weight as a child and found comfort in food, leading to loneliness and persecution. Smith dealt
with the death of his beloved mother by shutting himself in the house with food. The story takes an
inspiring turn. In 2003, contemplating suicide, he reached out to local television personal trainer
Chris Powell, who designed the program that would help Smith Lose 430 pounds without gastric
bypass surgery. David Smith is now a 220 pound personal trainer himself. I was shocked by some
of the realities of this so-called reality TV. David Smith at 650 pounds ate many of the things I do, in
the same amounts. No breakfast, fatty lunch, half-gallon of ice cream at night. So, I’m motivated to
live like he did. Is Discovery exploiting his story and the fact that he hasn’t had an intimate
relationship? Absolutely. The man’s personality, however, is infectious and his drive to live and fight
on is inspiring. No surgery, no Subway, just the force of his will. No sarcasm, I just like this story.
Thanks TV.
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